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D stars, pressing flowers, and folding paper airplanes. This book includes: The
The Kids' Ultimate Animal Adventure Book Stacy Tornio 2017-09-30 The

great outdoors--Girls can learn cool outdoor skills including compass making,

Kids’ Ultimate Animal Activity Book takes the best animal material from

using trail markers, and building a shelter. Crafts for girls--Use construction

Stacy and Ken’s previous titles and puts it in a single book that kids will love

skills to hand-build a kite, a set of wind chimes, or a weathervane. Get active!-

and come back to time and again. Organized in a see, learn, do (interact)

-There are all sorts of crafts for girls to get active, like making a rope swing in

format, the book first lays the groundwork for observing and learning about

a backyard tree, going on a scavenger hunt, or playing Capture the Flag.

the animals—from their behavior and habitat to the truths and myths about

Adventure Girls! is full of activities and crafts for girls that will spark their

them—and then jumps into lots of animal-related activities (like finding

imaginative and adventurous sides.

caterpillars or inspecting lizards).

Primitive Technology John Plant 2019-10-29 From the craftsman behind the

Adventure Girls! Nicole Duggan 2019-11-05 The world is yours. Create and

popular YouTube channel Primitive Technology comes a practical guide to

explore! Girls are built for adventure. This one-of-a-kind book is packed with

building huts and tools using only natural materials from the wild. John Plant,

activities and crafts for girls that encourage independence, inspire

the man behind the channel, Primitive Technology, is a bonafide YouTube

imagination, and reward the brave. Girls will explore everything from

star. With almost 10 million subscribers and an average of 5 million views per

stargazing and animal tracking to making a pinhole camera and building a

video, John's channel is beloved by a wide-ranging fan base, from campers

shadow theater. Adventure Girls! takes girls into the world of empowerment,

and preppers to hipster woodworkers and craftsmen. Now for the first time,

creativity, and innovation from their own backyard. With all the crafts for

fans will get a detailed, behind-the-scenes look into John's process. Featuring

girls in this guide, they'll tap into their creative side by making decorative 3-

50 projects with step-by-step instructions on how to make tools, weapons,
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shelters, pottery, clothing, and more, Primitive Technology is the ultimate

skiing, mountain biking, trekking, or trail running. "Peak Profiles" offer food

guide to the craft. Each project is accompanied by illustrations as well as mini-

tips from elite athletes such as backcountry boarder Jeremy Jones and climber

sidebars with the history behind each item, plus helpful tips for building,

Sasha Diguilian and sample menus help readers plan what to prep and pack.

material sourcing, and so forth. Whether you're a wilderness aficionado or just

Grand Tetons Art Mimamour 2019-10-27 Grand Tetons Journal - Notebook -

eager to spend more time outdoors, Primitive Technology has something for

Workbook - 6x9 - 120 Pages - Dot Grid 0.2" - Glossy Softback Cover Nature

everyone's inner nature lover.

gift with lovely cartoon national park artwork that reads: 'Grand Tetons' for a

Outdoor Sports Sticker Adventure Hopscotch Girls 2018-04

adventure, nature and outdoor sports fan who really enjoys outdoor activities.

Adventure is Out There Jenni Lazell 2021-06-22 Can you hear the call of the

120 duo sided bright white pages 6x9 dimensions, portable size (bag, school,

wild? It may be closer than you think! This handbook is ideal to discover how

home, work, desk, ...) High quality glossy softbound cover designed with love

to track animals, make an insect hotel, construct a den, navigate using the

Makes an ideal present for any gift giving occasion Perfect gift idea for:

stars, search for fossils, and more! Packed with wild activities, useful tips, cool

birthdays, back to school, christmas, thanksgiving, family & friends, notebook

facts and space to document your own notes, readers can never get bored.

& planner lovers, teachers, graduation gifts, co-workers, boss gift, gift baskets,

Galen Rowell's Vision Galen A. Rowell 1995 In sixty essays from his Outdoor

...

Photographer magazine column, the renowned photographer presents a

100 Days of Adventure Greta Eskridge 2022-05-03 Turn off the screen and

practical guide to his craft, replete with personal anecdotes and artistic

turn on the creativity as second-generation homeschooling mom Greta

philosophy.

Eskridge shares 100 hands-on learning activities for kids that will connect and

Peak Nutrition Maria Hines 2020-04-08 Climbing partners Maria Hines, a

enrich your family through adventures, small and big. Have a meteor

James Beard–awardwinning chef, and Mercedes Pollmeier, an NSCA-

slumber party, attend a symphony concert, take a hike in the rain, preserve

certified strength and conditioning specialist and Level 2 nutritionist, decided

colorful fall leaves, and make nettle pesto as children explore a love of nature

that they’d had enough of packaged bars and goos. As a celebrated chef, Hines

and venture into the great, wide, real world. From backyard bugs to farmer's

can make anything taste great, and Pollmeier knows the science behind

market veggies, children will unplug from electronics; explore the world;

exercise nutrition. On their long drives to crags an idea blossomed: write a

and learn about nature, art, music, and themselves through STEAM projects

nutrition book for mountain sports. Peak Nutrition details 100 simple and tasty

and new experiences. 100 Days of Adventure will spark curiosity in 6- to 10-

recipes within the context of outdoor goals and body science: motivation,

year-olds with Indoor and outdoor seasonal activities, projects, experiments,

recovery, hydration; how our digestive system works; how food provides

crafts, recipes, and field trips Free and low-cost activities, with options for

energy; effects of weather and altitude; the relationship between food,

different kinds of groups and locations Step-by-step directions, nature journal

muscle, and cramping; how nutrition relates to mental and physical stress; and

prompts, tips, and checklists Beautiful photos and helpful illustrations Children

much more. The authors also explore shifting eating habits and ways to

can bond with parents and siblings, learn new skills with individual

develop a healthier approach, whether bouldering, climbing, backcountry

investigations, or explore with friends in an educational or homeschool group
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with this full-color activity book. Also included is a note to parents with

for: birthdays, back to school, christmas, thanksgiving, family & friends,

encouraging start-here guidance on growing a family culture of curiosity and

notebook & planner lovers, teachers, graduation gifts, co-workers, boss gift,

adventure. Whether your family is looking for fun activities for school breaks

gift baskets, ...

at home, road trip vacations, or everyday ways to learn together, this

The Art of Picnics Alanna O'Neil 2022-02-15 Part easy recipe-book, part

collection of interactive educational activities will help your kids get creative,

outdoor entertaining manual, The Art of Picnics is an accessible, visual guide

get into nature, and get closer to each other. Don't miss Greta's essential guide

to creating a quintessential outdoor gathering. Whether it's cooking during

for parents on building a connected and loving family through exploration,

the day for an upcountry lunch or preparing for a twilight gathering, you'll

Adventuring Together: How to Create Connections and Make Lasting

capture a spark of outdoor adventure with twenty seasonal picnic ideas.

Memories with Your Kids.

Fatima's Great Outdoors Ambreen Tariq 2021-03 Excitedly joining her family

The Art of Getting Lost Brendan Leonard 2018-11-01 The Art of Getting Lost

for an outdoor camping trip in a Midwestern state park, Fatima Khazi helps

will illuminate the details of dream trips, and inspiring readers to understand

set up a tent, build a fire, and fend off a daddy longlegs before settling down

that adventure is not out of reach. Most of us face a couple of obstacles when it

to sleep surrounded by the near-magical sounds of the forest.

comes to living our Walter Mitty-esque adventure dreams: ideas of what to

The National Parks W. Clark Bunting 2015-10-27 Pays tribute to the

do, and concrete knowledge of how long those ideas will take. It’s a long way

landscape, diversity of species, and spirit found in American national parks.

from talking to some guy at the bar about his Grand Canyon Raft trip to going

The Daily Show (The Book) Chris Smith 2016-11-22 NEW YORK TIMES

home and Googling a synopsis of how to make it happen, and then clicking

BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The

around a guide company’s website to find out if it takes three days or 30. But

Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host.

it won’t be hard to flip through this book and get inspired.

For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly

The Boy's Book of Adventure Michele Lecreux 2013 An outdoor activity

redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and

guide for boys outlines nature-themed craft projects while explaining how to

opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most

develop proficient skills in areas ranging from reading topographic maps and

significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and

identifying birds to using a compass and providing first-aid for injuries.

garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies,

Grand Tetons Art Mimamour 2019-07-31 Grand Tetons Journal - Notebook -

and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from

Workbook - 6x9 - 120 Pages - College Ruled Blank Lined - Glossy Softback

legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including

Cover Grand Tetons Wyoming National Park Gift. Nature & Passion design

Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of

with lovely cartoon national park for Adventure, Nature and Outdoor Sports

The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy

fans. 120 duo sided bright white pages 6x9 dimensions, portable size (bag,

McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes

school, home, work, desk, ...) High quality glossy softbound cover designed

the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as

with love Makes an ideal present for any gift giving occasion Perfect gift idea

Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession,
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rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part

importance of environmental protection, this collection serves as an

of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also

intellectual guidebook not just for students but for travelers and anyone

commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real

curious about the changing landscape of the West.

change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate

Kids' Outdoor Adventure Book Stacy Tornio 2013-04-02 Nature is a

debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly

destination, but you don’t have to travel anywhere to find it. Just open the

and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show

door and step outside. A fun, hands on approach to getting involved in nature,

has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the

The Kids' Outdoor Adventure Book is a year-round how-to activity

show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the last-

guidebook for getting kids outdoors and exploring nature, be it catching

minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of

fireflies in the cool summer evenings; making birdfeeders in the fall from

Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.

peanut butter, pine cones, and seed; building a snowman in 3 feet of fresh

Outdoors in the Southwest Andrew Gulliford 2014-04-18 More college

winter snow; or playing duck, duck, goose with friends in a meadow on a

students than ever are majoring in Outdoor Recreation, Outdoor Education, or

warm spring day. The Kids' Outdoor Adventure Book includes 448 things to

Adventure Education, but fewer and fewer Americans spend any time in

do in nature for kids of all ages--more than one activity for every single day

thoughtful, respectful engagement with wilderness. While many young

of the year. Each of the year's four seasons includes fifty checklist items, fifty

people may think of adrenaline-laced extreme sports as prime outdoor

challenge items, three each of projects, destinations, garden recipes, and

activities, with Outdoors in the Southwest, Andrew Gulliford seeks to

outdoor games. Throughout the book, you'll also find fascinating facts, useful

promote appreciation for and discussion of the wild landscapes where those

tips and tricks, and plenty of additional resources to turn to. Complete with

sports are played. Advocating an outdoor ethic based on curiosity, cooperation,

whimsical, vibrant illustrations, this book is a must for parents and their kids.

humility, and ecological literacy, this essay collection features selections by

The Adventure Gap James Edward Mills 2014-09-24 • Chronicles the first all-

renowned southwestern writers including Terry Tempest Williams, Edward

African American summit attempt on Denali, the highest point in North

Abbey, Craig Childs, and Barbara Kingsolver, as well as scholars, experienced

America • Part adventure story, part history, and part argument for the

guides, and river rats. Essays explain the necessity of nature in the digital age,

importance of inspiring future generations to value nature The nation’s wild

recount rafting adventures, and reflect on the psychological effects of

places—from national and state parks to national forests, preserves, and

expeditions. True-life cautionary tales tell of encounters with nearly disastrous

wilderness areas—belong to all Americans. But not all of us use these resources

flash floods, 900-foot falls, and lightning strikes. The final chapter describes the

equally. Minority populations are much less likely to seek recreation,

work of Great Old Broads for Wilderness, the Colorado Fourteeners Initiative,

adventure, and solace in our wilderness spaces. It’s a difference that African

and other exemplars of “wilderness tithing”—giving back to public lands

American author James Mills addresses in his new book, The Adventure Gap:

through volunteering, stewardship, and eco-advocacy. Addressing the

Changing the Face of the Outdoors. Bridging the so-called “adventure gap”

evolution of public land policy, the meaning of wilderness, and the

requires role models who can inspire the uninitiated to experience and enjoy
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wild places. Once new visitors are there, a love affair often follows. This is

DVD-ROM with 149-minutes of video shows the author’s post-processing

important because as our country grows increasingly multicultural, our

workflow using Lightroom 4 and Photoshop CS6 for 16 of the images featured

natural legacy will need the devotion of people of all races and ethnicities to

in the book. He also includes a how-to primer on these software programs, as

steward its care. In 2013, the first all-African American team of climbers,

well as provides a primer on color management. Clark’s valuable insights and

sponsored by the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS), challenged

tips will guide professional and aspiring photographers interested in turning

themselves on North America’s highest point, the dangerous and forbidding

their passion into a profession as well as amateur photographers looking to

Denali, in Alaska. Mills uses Expedition Denali and its team members’

improve their skills.

adventures as a jumping-off point to explore how minority populations view

Grand Tetons Art Mimamour 2019-10-24 2020 Planner - Weekly & Monthly

their place in wild environments and to share the stories of those who have

Pocket Calendar Interior Details: Yearly overview 2020 Monthly overviews,

already achieved significant accomplishments in outdoor adventures—from

quarterly sorted with notes section Weekly overviews for your daily

Mathew Henson, a Black explorer who stood with Peary at the North Pole, to

schedule with ruled notes and to-do lists Two pages for each week 12 months

Kai Lightner, a teenage sport climber currently winning national

on 128 bright white pages 6x9 dimensions, portable size (bag, school, home,

competitions. The goal of the expedition, and now the book, is to inspire

work, desc, ...) High quality glossy softbound cover designed with love Makes

minority communities to look outdoors for experiences that will enrich their

an ideal present for any gift giving occasion Perfect gift idea for: birthdays,

lives, and to encourage them toward greater environmental stewardship.

christmas, thanksgiving, family & friends, notebook & planner lovers,

Exposed Michael Clark 2012-04-27 Photographer Michael Clark provides an

teachers, co-workers, boss gift, ...

inside look at the reality of working in extreme conditions to capture and

The MeatEater Guide to Wilderness Skills and Survival Steven Rinella

process his breath-taking images. He offers start-to-finish details of some of his

2020-12-01 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An indispensable guide to

most demanding assignments–rock climbing, big wave surfing, sky diving,

surviving everything from an extended wilderness exploration to a day-long

and mountain biking–sharing his personal shooting expertise, on-the-fly

boat trip, with hard-earned advice from the host of the show MeatEater as

problem solving skills, and photography post-processing techniques in Adobe

seen on Netflix For anyone planning to spend time outside, The MeatEater

Photoshop Lightroom and Adobe Photoshop (including Lightroom 4 and

Guide to Wilderness Skills and Survival is the perfect antidote to the

Photoshop CS6). This gorgeous guide for intermediate to advanced DSLR

sensationalism of the modern survival genre. Informed by the real-life

shooters is packed with practical tips, detailed lighting setups, and behind-the-

experiences of renowned outdoorsman Steven Rinella, its pages are packed

scenes stories from a variety of Clark’s most challenging adventure

with tried-and-true tips, techniques, and gear recommendations. Among

photography assignments. With an engaging writing style and cliffhanger

other skills, readers will learn about old-school navigation and essential

details, the author allows you to tag along with him to improve your skills

satellite tools, how to build a basic first-aid kit and apply tourniquets, and how

and find inspiration to create images instead of just taking them. He also

to effectively purify water using everything from ancient methods to

covers the important business aspects of working as a professional shooter. A

cutting-edge technologies. This essential guide delivers hard-won insights and
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know-how garnered from Rinella’s own experiences and mistakes and from

of outdoor leadership, providing a framework that helps leaders connect with

his trusted crew of expert hunters, anglers, emergency-room doctors,

participants in meaningful ways, based on mutual goals. The focus on the

climbers, paddlers, and wilderness guides—with the goal of making any

science side is invaluable to new leaders and less-experienced leaders, and it is

reader feel comfortable and competent while out in the wild.

a great refresher for leaders with more experience. This new edition offers a

Effective Leadership in Adventure Programming Simon Priest 2018-10-30

more detailed look at diversity and cultural competencies, preparing leaders to

Some books address outdoor leadership; others focus on adventure

effectively manage diverse populations of participants. In addition, the content

programming. None delve into the specifics of both topics like Effective

is in line with the updated accreditation standards from the Association for

Leadership in Adventure Programming, Third Edition, does. The first edition

Experiential Education. The opening chapters of Effective Leadership in

of this book helped define the body of knowledge for an emerging profession.

Adventure Programming supply a solid foundation in the research,

Two editions later, this groundbreaking text—now in full color—provides

philosophy, ethics, and history of outdoor leadership. Numerous chapters

adventure leaders with the tools and evidence they need to show that their

explore the skills leaders need, with topics that include technical activity,

outdoor programs are effective and have a lasting impact on their participants.

safety and risk management, environment, organization, instruction, and

Internationally renowned authors Simon Priest and Michael Gass have

facilitation. The authors also examine leadership styles and conditional

significantly updated the content, based on the latest research, issues, and

leadership issues, communication, sound judgment, decision making, problem

trends in the field of adventure education and leadership. They have

solving, and the trends and issues in adventure programming. Effective

reorganized chapters to conform to their new model of building core

Leadership in Adventure Programming will help readers understand the

competencies. In addition, this third edition includes the following features: •

four adventure program areas—recreation, education, development, and

Material on technology, social justice, cultural adaptation, sustainability, and

therapy—and how they influence the delivery of outdoor leadership. The

facilitation techniques • An online instructor guide that offers activities,

book is a valuable resource for the training and education of future outdoor

discussion questions, and assessments compiled from a group of acclaimed

leaders. It will help readers know why they should work in the profession

instructors • A digital field handbook that offers quick reference to key

and understand how they can make a difference by being an effective

models, concepts, and checklists covered in the text • An expanded version of

outdoor leader.

global perspectives, valuable for long-standing programs as well as those just

Extraordinary Jobs with Animals Alecia T. Devantier 2006 Ever wonder who

beginning to enter the field Effective Leadership in Adventure

wrangles the animals during a movie shoot? What it takes to be a

Programming details both the art and science of adventure leadership,

brewmaster? How that play-by-play announcer got his job? What it is like to

helping a new generation of outdoor leaders develop their skills. The text

be a secret shopper? The new.

extends the focus on evidence-based models, theories, and best practices,

Grand Tetons Art Mimamour 2019-10-25 Grand Tetons Journal - Notebook -

showing that science and research are as important to the profession as the

Workbook - 6x9 - 120 Pages - Graph Paper 5x5 - Glossy Softback Cover

natural beauty of the environment. The book describes the core competencies

Nature gift with lovely cartoon national park artwork that reads: 'Grand
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Tetons' for a adventure, nature and outdoor sports fan who really enjoys

are to unplug and bring stillness into our lives. The Art of Stillness paints a

outdoor activities. 120 duo sided bright white pages 6x9 dimensions, portable

picture of why so many—from Marcel Proust to Mahatma Gandhi to Emily

size (bag, school, home, work, desk, ...) High quality glossy softbound cover

Dickinson—have found richness in stillness. Ultimately, Iyer shows that, in

designed with love Makes an ideal present for any gift giving occasion

this age of constant movement and connectedness, perhaps staying in one

Perfect gift idea for: birthdays, back to school, christmas, thanksgiving, family

place is a more exciting prospect, and a greater necessity than ever before. In

& friends, notebook & planner lovers, teachers, graduation gifts, co-workers,

2013, Pico Iyer gave a blockbuster TED Talk. This lyrical and inspiring book

boss gift, gift baskets, ...

expands on a new idea, offering a way forward for all those feeling affected

The Art of Stillness Pico Iyer 2014-11-04 A follow up to Pico Iyer’s essay “The

by the frenetic pace of our modern world.

Joy of Quiet,” The Art of Stillness considers the unexpected adventure of

The Young Adventurer's Guide to (Almost) Everything Ben Hewitt

staying put and reveals a counterintuitive truth: The more ways we have to

2020-11-24 45 step-by-step, illustrated activties that teach kids everything

connect, the more we seem desperate to unplug. Why might a lifelong

from how to see like an owl to build the world's coolest fort from sticks. (ages

traveler like Pico Iyer, who has journeyed from Easter Island to Ethiopia,

8-12) Calling all adventurers! Want to know how to build a fort from nothing

Cuba to Kathmandu, think that sitting quietly in a room might be the

but sticks? Or find your way through the forest? This survival guide is your

ultimate adventure? Because in our madly accelerating world, our lives are

ticket to getting down and dirty in nature and learning to make the coolest

crowded, chaotic and noisy. There’s never been a greater need to slow down,

things with your own two hands. Look inside to learn how to: • Use a knife

tune out and give ourselves permission to be still. In The Art of Stillness—a

without bleeding • Sleep in the woods without freezing • Escape a bear

TED Books release—Iyer investigate the lives of people who have made a life

without getting eaten • Poop in the woods without falling down • Find your

seeking stillness: from Matthieu Ricard, a Frenchman with a PhD in

way home without a GPS • Eat bugs without throwing up • And so much

molecular biology who left a promising scientific career to become a Tibetan

more!

monk, to revered singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen, who traded the

Outdoor Action and Adventure Photography Dan Bailey 2015-02-11 The

pleasures of the senses for several years of living the near-silent life of

difference between getting the shot and missing the shot comes down to split

meditation as a Zen monk. Iyer also draws on his own experiences as a travel

seconds and how you manage your gear and your technique. In Outdoor

writer to explore why advances in technology are making us more likely to

Action and Adventure Photography professional adventure sports

retreat. He reflects that this is perhaps the reason why many people—even

photographer Dan Bailey shows readers how to react quickly to unfolding

those with no religious commitment—seem to be turning to yoga, or

scenes and anticipate how the subject and the background might converge.

meditation, or seeking silent retreats. These aren't New Age fads so much as

Capturing those significant moments to produce powerful imagery that evoke

ways to rediscover the wisdom of an earlier age. Growing trends like

the feel and mood of adventure requires specialized skills and a wide variety

observing an “Internet Sabbath”—turning off online connections from Friday

of creative ideas. This book teaches photographers how to think geometrically

night to Monday morning—highlight how increasingly desperate many of us

and how to pull together the elements that make for a successful shot, all
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while being immersed in the action. The practical manual will improve your

angling has always been his favorite recreation his active participation in

technique for creating more compelling adventure imagery, whether you’re

other manly outdoor sports is indicated by the title, "Dean of American

shooting ultra-marathoners splattered in mud, rock climbers in a crevasse, or

Sportsmen," conferred by prominent brothers of the guild in recognition of his

mountain bikers hurtling past you. In this book, you’ll: • Discover the

ability as a practical exponent of healthful pastimes, and as an author - an

necessary equipment for shooting action, learn how to use it to its full

acknowledged authority - in this branch of literature. Turning to the brief

potential, and develop a comprehensive adventure photography camera

autobiography in this volume - a classic in its special line - the reader will find

system that you can adapt to different shooting situations. • Learn specific

some of the salient features of a life work great in achievement, varied in

techniques and creative ideas that help you freeze the moment and create

scope - from scientific research to current comment on the topics of the day;

images that convey excitement, mood, and the feel of adventure. • Learn

from sojourning in the Sunny South to pioneer jaunts in the wild West and to

advanced skills that can help you start defining your own particular style of

far-off Alaska - yet interspersed always with pursuit of the pastimes he loved,

action photography and create a "brand" of photography that’s based around

with rod and gun. His recreations - like those of "Christopher North" -

your passion and your vision. • Examine case studies that break down the

furnished material for delightful sketches, standard works, scientific essays.

process for shooting different types of action subjects and see the nuts and bolts

His companions were men of action - the hardy voyageurs, at home in

of how to create powerful imagery from start to finish.

primitive craft on wild waters, or on foot along wild trails; ardent anglers

Grand Tetons Art Mimamour 2019-10-24 Grand Tetons Journal | Notebook |

seeking adventurous sport on salmon rivers and trout streams far from routes

Workbook - 6x9 - 120 Pages - Graph Paper 5x5 - Glossy Softback Cover

of ordinary tourists; scholars and scientists delving deep in the study of

Nature gift with lovely cartoon national park artwork that reads: 'Grand

animated nature. That Charles Hallock is and has long been a recognized force,

Tetons' for a adventure, nature and outdoor sports fan who really enjoys

an accepted authority in matters pertaining to fish and fishing, science and

outdoor activities. 120 duo sided bright white pages 6x9 dimensions, portable

travel, is evidenced by the fact that he is an active or honorary member of no

size (bag, school, home, work, desk, ...) High quality glossy softbound cover

less than fifty-seven clubs and associations, many of these being organizations

designed with love Makes an ideal present for any gift giving occasion

of national and some of international scope. His copyrighted books are

Perfect gift idea for: birthdays, back to school, christmas, thanksgiving, family

seventeen in number, and his various articles in the magazines, sportsmen's

& friends, notebook & planner lovers, teachers, graduation gifts, co-workers,

journals and daily press would, if collected in library form, fill fifty volumes

boss gift, gift baskets,...

of absorbing interest. The condensed summary, given elsewhere in this work,

An Angler's Reminiscences Charles Hallock 2015-06-13 Excerpt from An

records the remarkable fact that outside of newspaper work his occupations

Angler's Reminiscences: A Record of Sport, Travel, and Adventure Charles

and important experiments reached a total of sixty-seven, while his

Hallock's literary career, covering a period of sixty years - beginning with the

hairbreadth escapes numbered twenty-eight. As an editor, particularly in his

editorship of a college paper, "The Scorpion," at Amherst, in 1852 - has been

favorite field, he possessed the qualifications to acquire the full measure of

remarkable for wide range, and thorough mastery of each subject. Although

success. His literary style was here shown in its versatile character, its vigor,
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and perfect command of the English language. A valuable adjunct was his

Forest School Adventure Dan Westall 2018-05-07 Young children will be

world-wide acquaintance with men of mark in sportsmanship and the world

immersed in imaginative, messy play and crafts, while older ones can work

of letters. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of

on more complex activities like stone tool making and sourcing water.

thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com

Whether in an organized setting, a group of friends or a family outing, the

This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books

fun-filled games will build confidence, bonding and result in happy children.

uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving

Entertaining anecdotes from the authors' own experience of surviving in the

the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy.

wild can be read aloud to children, bringing to life the thrilling reality of

In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing

sleeping in a cave or savoring your first-ever foraged meal. Learn how to

page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast

light a fire without matches, build a shelter to sleep in, cook on a fire, hunt for

majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are

bugs and much more. From essential bushcraft basics and Stone Age survival

intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

skills to joyful outdoor play, this book is packed with ideas to bring children

America's National Parks 2020-08-18 From the cascading waterfalls of

closer to nature and all its magical offerings.

Yosemite to the unique geothermal features of Yellowstone, the U.S. national

The Big Book of Nature Activities Drew Monkman 2016-06-17 “A wealth of

parks are among the most breathtaking destinations in the world. Founded to

ideas for adults to engage children and themselves in the wonders of the

preserve the nation’s heritage and historic landscapes for posterity, the

natural world with suggested activities for all seasons.”―Robert Bateman,

national parks represent one of America’s crowning achievements and

artist and author of Life Sketches: A Memoir The Big Book of Nature

internationally significant treasures. The National Parks: An American

Activities is a comprehensive guide for parents and educators to help youth of

Legacy tells the story of the parks through the photography of Ian Shive,

all ages explore, appreciate, and connect with the natural world. This rich,

today’s leading photographer of our national parks and their surrounding

fully illustrated compendium is packed with crafts, stories, information, and

significant landscapes, as well as through poignant essays by conservancy

inspiration to make outdoor learning fun! The Big Book of Nature Activities

groups from across the country. With more than 200 glorious images of the

features: · Nature-based skills and activities such as species identification,

nation’s parks, this book celebrates everything from the snowy vistas of

photography, journaling, and the judicious use of digital technology · Ideas,

Denali in Alaska to the lava flows in Hawaii’s Volcano National Park—as well

games, and activities grounded in what’s happening in nature each season ·

as Yellowstone, Yosemite, the Grand Canyon and hundreds more, from sea to

Core concepts that promote environmental literacy, such as climate change

shining sea. Comprehensive, stunningly beautiful, and always inspiring, The

and the mechanisms and wonder of evolution, explained using a child-

National Parks: An American Legacy reveals the way humankind interacts

friendly, engaging approach · Lists of key species and happenings to observe

with the parks, and how the story of the national parks is also a tribute to the

throughout the year across most of North America

people who visit, explore, and tirelessly work to preserve these cherished

The Art of Adventure Ian Shive 2014-10 An award-winning photographer,

American landscapes.

author, educator, film producer and environmental advocate reveals the
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culture, inspiration and drive behind those dedicated to living an adventurous

experience, like baking campfire bread, creating a toothbrush from a twig,

life through firsthand accounts from photographers, explorers and leading

making a suture from soldier ants, and even how to pan for gold. Find your

commentators. 20,000 first printing.

way back to your primal self with the immersive text and glorious color

The Lost Book of Adventure Teddy Keen 2019-03-05 A facsimile edition of

artwork of this one-of-a-kind adventure book. REMEMBER: be good, be

the tattered notebooks of the Unknown Adventurer, this love letter to the

adventurous…and look after your parents.

wild details everything you need to know about how to live and thrive in

The Outdoor Toddler Activity Book Krissy Bonning-Gould 2019-04-02 Take

nature, from the principles of treehouse building to wilderness first aid. If you

Your Toddler's Education Outside There's almost nothing better for toddlers

are reading this, it means my notebooks have been found. I am leaving them

than outdoor play. It promotes creativity, strengthens muscles, enhances social

here at camp for safekeeping along with a few other belongings that I won’t

and emotional development, and most importantly, it makes learning fun. So

be taking with me. The notebooks are a lifetime’s worth of knowledge,

grab The Outdoor Toddler Activity Book, take your toddler outside, and

which I’m passing on the you. So reads an excerpt from the weatherworn

watch the joy of learning in the fresh air. Spring or winter, rain or shine--

letter discovered by nature enthusiast Teddy Keen on a recent trip to the

these simple-to-setup toddler activities are designed to make the most of being

Amazon, along with sketchbooks filled with details of extraordinary

outdoors no matter what the season or weather. And with chapters devoted to

adventures and escapades, expedition advice, and survival methods, annotated

the type of outdoor activity, you can let your toddler be as messy, loud, or

with captivating colored-pencil drawings. It is thought that the sketchbooks

active as they want. Best of all, skill-building icons show what each activity

were created for two young relatives of the author. Drawing on Teddy’s

teaches your little one so you can help guide their growth. The Outdoor

knowledge of the outdoors, the pages of the sketchbooks have been carefully

Toddler Activity Book includes: TONS OF WAYS TO PLAY--From "Make it

transcribed for young readers, as they were originally intended. You’ll be

Messy!" to "Embrace Nature," discover 5 categories of outdoor fun featuring

transported by riveting adventure tales from around the globe, like being

more than 100 educational toddler activities. ACTIVITIES FOR EVERY

dragged off by a hyena in Botswana, surviving a Saharan dust storm, being

SEASON, ANY WEATHER--Keep going year-round with toddler activities

woken by an intrepid emperor penguin in Antarctica, and coming face-to-face

designed for more than just sunny spring days. A GUIDE TO TODDLER

with a venomous bushmaster (one of the most dangerous snakes on the

DEVELOPMENT--Developmental milestones help you determine your

planet)—all told in lyrical prose and illustrations that wonder at the

toddler's level of readiness for each activity. Skill-building icons tell you what

mysterious beauty of the wild. Having inspired the adventurous spirit in you,

your toddler is learning. Get your toddler ready for preschool and beyond

the Unknown Adventurer encourages you to set out on your own adventure

with these fun and educational outdoor toddler activities.

with information on wild camping, rafting, exploration, and shelters and dens,

Ultimate Book of Adventure Scott McNeely 2018-08-07 From tracking

plus tips on first aid and tying knots. Expert instructions on wilderness basics,

gorillas in Uganda to cliff diving in Brazil, surfing a volcano in Nicaragua, or

like building a fire, what to do if you get lost, and how to build various types

starting a tomato fight in Spain, this action-packed guide is bursting with

of shelters are accompanied by more specific skills culled from many years of

inspiring ideas for trying the unfamiliar, taking risks, or pursuing a new
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experience. Containing in-depth descriptions and logistical information for

play their way through 40 crafts and games to be done outside. You don't

each activity, this handbook also features trivia, survival skill tips, and an

need to live near a forest or have a huge garden to have a go at these projects-

adventure kickstart guide. Ranging from death-defying stunts to easy and safe

-the activities and crafts in this book can be done on-the-go, in your

family vacations, Ultimate Book of Adventure has an escapade for everyone

neighborhood, or at your local park. Discover the magic of the outdoors and

and welcomes travel junkies and armchair travelers along for the ride.

get hands-on with activities that are perfectly suited for young children, as

The Art of Adventure Galen Rowell 1996 Now in paperback, this astounding

you collect treasure on a nature walk, learn to identify animals from their

visual memoir, featurin gnew notes on the 140 remarkable color photos,

tracks, create wild art, whittle a magic wand from a stick, and build a twig

displays the range of skills and sensibilities of this accomplished artist. Here is

teepee. There are also mindful games that encourage children to tune into

the passion for exploration and physical challenge that drove a young auto

their senses and feel connected to their surroundings. Whether your child

mechanic to become one of the world's greatest outdoor photographers.

loves the great outdoors, or could benefit from spending more time away

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 2004

from screens, research shows that playing, learning, and being free in nature

The Nature Adventure Book 2021-03-30 Get close to nature with this outdoor

boosts children's development and helps them to grow in confidence. Get

project book for kids. This is the perfect gift for adventurous children, as they

inspired by nature, be creative, and feel free.
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